What is it?
The Commission for Social Development (CSocD) is the advisory body responsible for the social development pillar of global development. It is in charge of the follow up and implementation of the Copenhagen Declaration and Programme of Action - a pledge to alleviate poverty, create full employment, and foster social integration.

Priority Theme:
Inclusive and resilient recovery from COVID-19 for sustainable livelihoods, well-being and dignity for all: eradicating poverty and hunger in all its forms and dimensions to achieve the 2030 Agenda.

Emerging Issues:
- National policies and measures implemented by UN Member States to combat hunger and poverty in times of the COVID-19 pandemic and beyond.
- Challenges to get on track towards the full implementation of the 2030 agenda.
CSocD60 Details

When
7-16 February 2022

Where
Online & at United Nations Headquarters in New York

Watch
CSocD60 will take place largely online, tune in at UN WebTV

Schedule
Provisional agenda: https://undocs.org/E/CN.5/2022/1

General Information Hub
Official website for CSocD60

JCoR Written Statement on CSoCD60
https://undocs.org/E/CN.5/2022/NGO/32
Who to Follow and Tag on Social Media

JCoR
Facebook: @JCOR2030
Twitter: @JCOR2030

JCoR Members
JCoR Member Social Media Contact Details

UN Commission for Social Development
Facebook: @commissionsocial
Twitter: @UNDESASocial

NGO Committee on Social Development
Facebook: @NGOCSoCD
Twitter: @NGOCSoCD

Your congregation's NGO at the UN

Your government's Permanent Mission to the UN
Hashtags to Use in Your Social Media Posts

Primary/Official Hashtag:
#CSocD60

Other Official Hashtags:
#EveryoneIncluded
#EndPoverty
#ZeroHunger
#FoodSystems

Additional Hashtags:
#CSocD
#SDG1 (no poverty)
#SDG2 (zero hunger)
Suggested Events

Civil Society Forum
For additional details, visit [https://ngosocdev.org/csf-2022/](https://ngosocdev.org/csf-2022/)
Live interpretation in French & Spanish will be available

- **Orientation and Networking Session**
  - 4 February 8:00am-10:15am EST | 1:00pm-3:15pm GMT

- **Setting the Stage: A global overview on poverty, human dignity and well-being**
  - 9 February 8:30AM-9:30AM EST | 1:30pm-2:30pm GMT

- **Transitioning from Talk to Action: Towards a green and just society**
  - 11 February 8:30AM-9:30AM EST | 1:30pm-2:30pm GMT

- **NGO Collaboration Session: In the spirit of partnerships, what is your organization doing to eradicate poverty and hunger, and achieve well-being and decent work?**
  - 11 February 10:00am-11:00am EST | 3:00-4:00pm GMT
**Suggested Events** continued

### JCoR's CSocD60 Welcome Gathering


Meet other delegates of Catholic Religious NGOs who will be following the CSocD60 proceedings, reflect on your contribution to the themes, and ask questions you may have about how to participate in this UN Commission

- 5 February 2022, 8:00-9:30am EST | 1:00-2:30pm GMT

### Working Group to End Homelessness official side event

Save the date

Registration information and event details will be updated in the coming weeks

- 15 February 2022, 11:30am EST | 4:30pm GMT
Check back!

Additional events will be added in the coming weeks!
Sample Messaging for Social Media

The following slides provide suggested messaging for social media posts, addressing emerging themes from JCoR's Global Community Hour:

- Everyone Included
- Zero Hunger
- End Poverty
- COVID-19
At #CSocD60 we call on UN Member States to establish national-level social protection programs that guarantee universal basic income, housing, safe drinking water, nutritious food, healthcare & education. #EveryoneIncluded #ZeroHunger #EndPoverty Learn more: https://undocs.org/E/CN.5/2022/NGO/32

We must implement pandemic recovery aid with an intersectional approach to resource allocation: distributing assistance in proportion to individuals’ compounding layers of hardship & marginalization on the basis of gender, migratory status, & ethnicity. #EveryoneIncluded #CSocD60

With the #GlobalGoals, the world has made a promise to make sure #EveryoneIncluded, in all aspects of life. No one person or group in society should be left behind. When everyone is included, everyone benefits. #CSocD60


NOTE: All suggested tweets have been tested to ensure they do not exceed Twitter's character limit!
At #CSocD60 we call on UN Member states to actively work to #EndHunger, eliminate all forms of malnutrition, & build inclusive and sustainable #FoodSystems. Everyone should have access to a healthy and affordable diet. #ZeroHunger https://www.who.int/news/item/12-07-2021-un-report-pandemic-year-marked-by-spike-in-world-hunger

#FoodSystems need to be strengthened by supporting sustainable agriculture & food practices. We must preserve local & indigenous knowledge in agriculture, distribute affordable & nutritious foods, & promote synergies with the environment #EndHunger #CSocD60

Last year, 811 million people globally experienced hunger. 45 million are on the edge of famine. Sustainable and resilient #FoodSystems are essential for reaching #SDG2: #ZeroHunger. Together, we can make a difference #GlobalGoals #CSocD60 https://www.fao.org/food-systems/en/
End Poverty

Suggested Tweets

- Extreme #poverty is more than just a lack of income or livelihood. It's a multi-dimensional issue with profound consequences on education, health & well-being. We are watching the #UN to see what commitments it will make to #EndPoverty at #CSocD60. Our ask: https://undocs.org/E/CN.5/2022/NGO/32
- We call on #UN Member States to invest in social protection floors: comprising social security guarantees & ensuring all have access to health care & to basic income security, thus eradicating #poverty & preventing vulnerability & social exclusion. #EndPoverty #CSocD60
- We stand with @NGOCSocD, calling on policymakers at #CSocD60 to ensure persons living in #poverty are equal before & under the law & are entitled to equal protection & benefit of the law; & to implement measures to eliminate the social stigma attached to poverty. #EndPoverty

NOTE: All suggested tweets have been tested to ensure they do not exceed Twitter's character limit!
If not properly addressed, the crisis created by the #COVID19 pandemic may also increase inequality, exclusion, discrimination and global unemployment. This is the moment to step up for, and in solidarity with, the vulnerable. #EveryoneIncluded #CSocD60 https://bit.ly/3nEtKnP

The only hope for a sustainable & swift recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic is to ensure equitable access to vaccines for everyone, everywhere. #VaccineEquity #CSocD60 #EveryoneIncluded Learn more: https://www.who.int/news-room/photo-story/photo-story-detail/No-one-is-safe-from-COVID19-until-everyone-is-safe

As a part of a global community, we must join hands & resolve to work together. Let us enhance our efforts in 2022 to ensure #VaccineEquity: access to safe, timely, & effective vaccines for everyone in the world. No one is safe until everyone is safe. #EveryoneIncluded #CSocD60

#COVID19 has shed light on the extent to which we are bound together by our common vulnerability & shared humanity. Solidarity has become a defining feature of how we must act; listening to & learning from unheard voices to ensure a just recovery. #CSocD60 https://bit.ly/33qsJJI
We must ensure meaningful participation of women & girls in addressing the #COVID19 pandemic. They face disproportionate impacts with far reaching consequences that are only further amplified in contexts of fragility, conflict, and emergencies. #CSocD60

As we accelerate action to recover from #COVID19, we stand with people who are poor, marginalized, oppressed & left behind. As NGOs, we listen to their voices, share their challenges, & work with them to #EndPoverty & #ZeroHunger, says @DAMilaki of @NGOCsocD at #CSocD60

Discrimination is a root cause of inequalities & exclusion that result in #hunger & #poverty. We must support local initiatives that empower women as agents of change & strengthen local community participation in decision-making #CSocD60 #EndPoverty #ZeroHunger

NOTE: All suggested tweets have been tested to ensure they do not exceed Twitter's character limit!
In alignment with the theme of CSocD60, the NGO Committee on Social Development is calling for a New Social Contract to Build Forward Better, prioritizing the following actions:

1. End discrimination and invest in human dignity and well-being;
2. End hunger by building resilience for food security everywhere;
3. Invest in decent and sustainable jobs; and
4. Bridge the digital divide to access fundamental rights.

Click here to read the Civil Society Declaration

All signatures received from NGOs and individuals around the world will be shared with UNDESA and Governments at the opening of CSocD60 (7 February)

Click here to sign the Civil Society Declaration